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a b s t r a c t

In this work, we propose an improved alternative route calculation based on alternative figures, which is
suitable for practical environments. The improvement is based on the fact that the main traffic route is
the road network skeleton in a city. Our approach using nodes may generate a higher possibility of
overlapping. We employ a bidirectional Dijkstra algorithm to search the route. To measure the quality of
an Alternative Figures (AG), three quotas are proposed. The experiment results indicate that the im-
proved algorithm proposed in this paper is more effective than others.
& 2016 Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The route planning service has become a significant function
module for online mapping systems. Typically, such systems provide a
route from source s to destination t according to a user-defined cri-
terion. However, users generally want to have many other alternative
routes in addition to the optimal one. This enhances the efficiency and
effectiveness of various transportation modes. People have different
expectations for traveling. Some people prefer to go by one road,
whereas others try another. Therefore, an online map system which
provides a set of alternative routes meets different wants and needs of
users. Furthermore, this alternative calculation requires high perfor-
mance and speed.

There are two main ways for alternative route calculation. The
first approach computes a few alternative s–t routes that pass
through specific nodes [4,5]. The second approach creates a set of
reasonable alternative routes in the graph, which are called al-
ternative graphs [1-3] referred to as AGs.

In this work, we focus on improving the approach that utilizes
alternative graphs. This appears to be more suitable for practical
environments while the approach with nodes may generate higher
possibility of overlapping and may not always be successful. To
measure the quality of an AG [6], three quotas are proposed. They
mainly emphasize the coincidence degree, route skeleton, and
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number of routes, which play a vital role in producing a high-
quality AG. Bader et al. [3] introduce a pruning stage that precedes
the execution of any heuristic method, thus reducing the search
space and detecting the nodes on the shortest routes much faster.
In this paper, we extend the approach in [3] in order to establish
AGs by importing the pheromone thought in the ant colony al-
gorithm. We treat the building process of minimal spanning tree
as the process for ant marching. The more ants that walk through a
route, the more important this route is.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the basic
concept and preliminaries for alternative route planning. Section 3
presents our proposed improvements to produce AGs with pher-
omone. Section 4 offers a thorough experimental evaluation for
our improved methods. A conclusion for our work is provided in
Section 5.
2. Basic concepts and preliminaries

We model a road network by a directed graph = ( )G V E, . Node
∈v V represents the points on the network and the edge ∈e E

stands for road segments.
We attach a cost function for the network so that each edge has

a weight. The main target is to obtain sufficiently various routes
with optimal and relative optimal cost.

2.1. Alternative figures

Bader et al. [3] introduce a notion to present the alternative
and Hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
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Fig. 1. Alternative route.
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routes between source s to destination t. The Alternative Graph
means a set of s–t routes. ( )= ′ ′H V E, is a graph which satisfies the
conditions of V′⊆V and ∀ = ( ) ∈ ′e u v E, . There is a Puv in G and a Pst

in H, so that ∈e Pst and ( ) = ( )w e w Puv . ( )w Puv are defined as the
cost of Route Puv. ( )d u v,G and ( )d u v,H are defined to be the
shortest distance from u to v in G and u to v in H.

There are several routes from s to t. Thus, Bader et al. [3] em-
ploy the following quality indicators to estimate the value of the
alternative routes:

( ) ( ) ( )∑
( )

=
( )

+ + ( )= ∈ ′

w e
d s u w e d v t

total Distance
, , 1e u v E H H,

( )
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d s t
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∑
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3v V t

(1) defines the degree of separation for an AG. Its maximum value
is decision Edges þ1 that equals the number of all −s t paths
in AG.

(2) measures the average cost for all paths relatives to the shortest
path.

(3) measures the size complexity of the AG.

2.2. Bidirection Dijkstra algorithm

In our paper, we utilize a bidirectional Dijkstra algorithm to
search for the route. A forward route extends from s to t and a
reverse one goes from t to s. After they meet at point V, the full s–t
shortest route is formed by combining route s–v and route v–t.
Obviously, these two routes do not necessarily represent a shortest
route from s to t. Thus, it is essential for us to record the mini-
mum cost ( ) + ( )w s v w v t, , and the point v for all current traced
routes. When the minimum distance forward search queue
Qf and the minimum reverse search queue Qb satisfy

∈ { ( )} + ∈ { ( )} > ( )u Q d u v Q d v d tmin minf s b t s , it terminates.

2.3. AG computation

The approaches considered in [3] are reviewed to compute AG.

2.3.1. Plateau
The Plateau [8,9,11] method provides alternative routes by

connecting route s–v and route v–t, the shortest routes that pass a
specific vertex v. The v should be selected in the set of a plateau.

The forward Dijkstra process creates the shortest route tree Tf
with root s and the reverse one creates the shortest route tree Tb
with root t. Apparently, it is not ensured that the combined routes
s–v and v–t provide the shortest route. Thus, the shortest route
tree continues to grow until a specific criteria is satisfied.

Plateaus are defined as P that ⊆P Pst and it is with the property
of ∀ ∈ ( ) + ( ) = ( ) + ( )u v P d u d u d v d v, : s t s t . A complete route is built
by simply connecting the predecessor vertices of a plateau vertice
in Tf and the successor vertices of a plateau vertice in Tb.

Bader et al. [3] implement a filtering stage for ranking the
plateaus P . By gathering plateaus in an increasing order of

( ) − ( )w P w Pst , the best value is selected.

2.3.2. Plenty
The plenty method [7] runs Dijkstra, the shortest route that

queries iteratively and adjusts the cost of the result routes. The
second step is referred to as penalization. After the new routes are
created, they are added to the solution set.
The procedure is continued until the required number is found

unless the adjustments of the result set generate no better result.
The penalization process should be bound or it will bring an

unnecessary high average of distance values. Also, the penalization
factor should be dynamic enough to suit the actual demand. Ad-
mittedly, a high penalization factor can lead to higher degree of
differences. Nevertheless, it can miss some alternative routes.
3. Our improvements

Paraskevopoulos and Zaroliagis [10] import a re-running pro-
cess to reduce the search space in the Plateau method and Plenty
method. It enhances the efficiency without affecting the AG
quality. Meanwhile, the heuristic methods are used to filter the
plateau. Some penalty factor selection approaches are also in-
cluded. As for the plateau selection, the main idea is that the
vertices in the queue Q are arranged in an increasing order. In
order to get the optimal route, the rest of the smallest elements in
the queue provides a lower bound for the heuristic function.

() = ∈ { ( )}Q Key u Q d u. min min s , the plateau searching process
stops when ( ) + ( )d v h vs t or ( ) + ( )h v d vs t is larger than τ· ( )d ts ,

τ≤ ≤1 1.4.
Our improvement is based on the fact that the main traffic

route is the road network skeleton in a city. The main road is
mainly utilized to connect an important transport hub, significant
production area, public areas and other landmarks. Needless to
say, the main road plays a crucial role in the route planning sys-
tem. Although, it is a generalization of the concept, it may include
a subway, light rail, bus lines, etc.

In general, some parts in a route Pst are always included in the
main road network. We pass a route P1, then step onto the main
road, go through route P on the main road, leave the main road
and reach the final destination via route P2. In fact, if we had
known the best main road that our shortest route goes through,
the suboptimal main road plays a key role in establishing the al-
ternative route as shown in Fig. 1. Provided that the No. 1 subway
line provides the best route from source s to destination t, No.
2 subway line will be the first candidate for the alternative one.

The main road can be considered as an important plateau route
in the Plateau method. Our work introduces the pheromone in the
ant colony algorithm and the alternative route will be dynamically
computed according to the real-time information or specific de-
mand. With the help of pheromones, we can elect the main street
of a city by utilizing the amount of pheromone on each road. The
feature of the dynamic update of road list is achieved by applying
various pheromone growth curves so that the global alternative
planning ability is achieved.

In a query, the forward and reverse Dijkstra algorithm operates
at the same time. By applying [10] improved reduced elliptic
space, plateaus are built according to two minimum spanning
trees. This query brings about global pheromone evaporation.
After that, we increase the amount of pheromone of edges on the
plateaus, which is referred to as a process of pheromone update.



Fig. 2. Sigmoid function.

Fig. 3. Pheromone growth curve.

Fig. 4. Pheromone growth rate curve.
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During the query, the shortest route gets known and the route
is divided into three parts as mentioned above: P PP1 2, we sort the
road according to the pheromone in the sort by descending order;
Replacing the existing trunk road by the sorted one, we will obtain
the alternative route.
Fig. 5. Shortest route result under
According to the different update strategies, the route planning
algorithm can be applied to different cases. This paper presents a
Sigmoid function as the pheromone growth curve, as seen in
Formula (4). Fig. 2 shows the gradient degree for the sigmoid. As
shown in Fig. 2, the pheromone for a road tends to be stable and
close to 1 as it increases. Subsequently, the main roads are se-
lected. When the network changes, this update algorithm rapidly
converges to a new structure. For convenience purposes, we
compute the new pheromone delta by formula (5) (Fig. 3)

( ) =
+ ( )−f x

e
1

1 4x

′ ( ) =
( + ) ( )

f x
e

e 1 5

x

x

6

6 2

This pheromone update strategy is modeled on the S growth
curve for the amount of species in nature. As shown in Fig. 4, there
is a period with enormous gradient to a certain extent. It is called
the rapid period. Then the ecological system tends to be stable and
the growing rate slows down and eventually becomes close to an
upper bound.

With the running of the system, the main road in the whole
network tends to be stable. Therefore, the specific algorithm is
shown as follows:

1) All edges get the pheromone evaporated by rate ρ.
2) This bidirectional variant runs forward Dijkstra from s and

backward Dijkstra from t, as two simultaneously auxiliary
searches are employed. Specifically, the algorithm alternates
the forward search from s and the backward search from t until
they meet each other and the shortest route tree Tf and Tb is
built. In this way, the s–t route consists of the s–v shortest route
and a v–t shortest route. The final is defined via node as v. The
shortest s–t route is = +P P Pst sv vt and the distance of Pst is ds(t).

3) We define ht(v) as the minimum cost node for executing queue
Qf during the forward Dijkstra process and define hs(v) as the
minimum cost node for execute queue Qb during the reverse
Dijkstra process. Subsequently, the two minimum spanning
trees continue to expand until τ( ) + ( ) > · ( )d v h v d ts t s or

τ( ) + ( ) > · ( )d v h v d tt s s . In the growth process, we increase each
plateaus pheromone as in the following formula:
the short-distance condition.
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Fig. 6. Minimum spanning tree result under the short-distance condition.

Table 1
Data under close distance.

Total distance Average distance

Plateau 1.1213383065919045 1.0014782026654927
Plenty 2.2645759684796865 1.219622914800915
Paper 1.854635314134185 1.0346933528165694
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4) L is the alternative route length and l is the length of the
plateaus.

5) We sort the pheromone amount of each road and select the
high K% part as the main road.

6) We judge whether a plateaus belongs to the main road sets
Fig. 7. Plateau results under th
based on the plateaus list, collect the plateaus which belongs to
the main road network, sort the amount of pheromone on each
plateau by increasing order and finally obtain a candidate list L.

) With the help of the two minimum spanning trees created in
the second step, we connect the candidate plateau in L in turn
until we reach the number of decision Edges. We obtain the AG.

Consequently, to compute a qualitative AG, we aim to get the
high total distance and low average distance. The candidate pla-
teau belongs to as many plateaus as possible, which contributes to
reducing the coincidence degree and gaining the total distance. At
the same time, the main road can provide a relatively optimal
solution for alternative routes. Thus, the length is similar to the
shortest one, which reduces the average distance. Furthermore, it
has a dominant position in the city traffic system due to the
characteristics of the main roads.
e short-distance condition.



Fig. 8. Plenty results under the short-distance condition.

Fig. 9. The result under short-distance condition as [3] method.
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4. Experiment

The experiments are conducted on an Intel(R) Core (TM)2 Duo
CPU T5550 @ 1.83 GHZ, with 3 GB RAM. Furthermore, our im-
plementations are written in Java and compiled by the JDK version
1.8.

The data sets of the road networks in our experiments are ac-
quired from the Beijing Road Network with 153,275 nodes and
433,719 directed edges. The length is utilized as the cost function
as the speed limits have no difference in urban areas.

The experiment contains the comparison of three methods,
including Penalty method, Plateau method and our method. The
results of our experiments are reported on two indicators: the
total distance and average distance.

A dynamic and online adjustment of τ should be taken based
on the distance between the s and t. In the experiment, the dis-
tance is controlled within 300 kilometers. As the actual map data
is stored in a GPS system, there is no need to select a large dis-
tance. Two kinds of situations are tested. One is a short distance
while another one is a long distance. In order to make a high
quality alternative graph, we should take a relatively large τ to
narrow the coincidence degree. Hence, we choose the τ = 1.4 in
the short distance situation and τ = 1.3 in long distance situation
respectively.

In the production environment, the larger the distance is, the
more complex the AG is. We had better find a balance between the
large amount of computation and the quality of the alternative
graph. Generally, when the distance is above 10 km, τ< <1 1.3 is
set. We will prove the setting in the experiments bellow. Referring
to the user's actual needs, the decision edges upper bound is set as



Fig. 10. Shortest route result under the long-distance condition.

Fig. 11. Minimum spanning tree result under the long-distance condition.

Table 2
Data under the remote distance.

Total distance Average distance

Plateau 1.2059932924851866 1.069040892583578
Plenty 2.305097653036143 1.1879257616510588
Paper 1.9302371536380623 1.066742247672701
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3, providing three alternative routes for users to choose.
The pheromone volatilization rate is 0.05. It is faster than

needed in a production system, yet we need to change it rapidly.
First of all, we randomly choose node s and node t, and cal-

culate the shortest route Pst. The distance is 5110.28 m (Fig. 5).
We set τ = 1.4 as the heuristic factor to get the minimum
spanning tree under the short-distance condition as shown in
Fig. 6.

Results under the short-distance condition are shown in Ta-
ble 1 (units:KM), as shown in Figs. 7–9.

For the remote experiment, the starting point and destination t
are selected randomly. The shortest route from s to t Pst is gained
and the route length is 32,066.86 m (Fig. 10).

We set τ = 1.3 as the heuristic factor to gain the minimum
spanning tree under the long-distance condition as shown in
Fig. 11.

Results under the long-distance condition are shown in Table 2
(units:10KM), as shown in Figs. 12–14.

According to Tables 1 and 2, the total distance is much higher



Fig. 12. Plateau result under the long-distance condition.

Fig. 13. Plenty result under the long-distance condition.
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than ordinary reduced space plateau after the pheromone is in-
troduced. It also indicates that the degree of separation between
alternative routes is much better while the average distance is the
same as the ordinary Plateau approach.

In this paper, the user selected route is used as the important
condition to generate a plateau. With the growth of the amount of
data, the route with the best user experiences will be auto-
matically planned into the selected route. This process is an au-
tomated process using statistical optimization.

In this paper, the statistics of the main pheromone of the route
planning is Formulae (1)–(3). Through the linearization statistical
measure of various types of pheromone, the main parameters of
route planning are formed, in order to achieve the optimal route.
Therefore, on the one hand, the time complexity of the proposed
approach is O(n), on the other hand, as the amount of data in-
creases, the degree of route optimization increases.

Our method requires only an extra ( )O n complexity during the
renewal process for pheromone.

Although the Plenty method provides the longest total dis-
tance, the Dijkstra process must be performed by decision edges
time. Therefore, its computation time is at least decision edges
time with the Plateau method. Meanwhile, the average distance of



Fig. 14. Paper result under long-distance condition.
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our method is smaller than that of the Plenty method. Hence, the
improved algorithm proposed in this paper is more effective than
others in the experiment.
5. Conclusion

We introduce the concept of pheromones into the Plateau
method. Also, the selection of alternative routes is conducted on
the main road formed in the city road network. Such a great im-
provement enhances the ability of Plateau method to establish a
meaningful alternative route. Furthermore, the experimental re-
sults show that this approach greatly improves the quality of the
alternative routes with high separation and low average route
length. In the future, the algorithm may be used in WebVRGIS
system for traffic planning or city design [12–18].
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